
Last time we talked about the possibility of having explicit spacetime DG methods with extrusion of spatial mesh in time, and we discussed that there is a need for ghost elements

Advantage: We can do adaptive operations in spacetime to track moving wave fronts
Disadvantage: The entire slab of elements need to be solved simultaneously.

The entire spacetime domain is solved simultaneously.
1D x time problem becomes a 2D globally coupled problem (Is this a 
bad thing)? Probably not.
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One shared advantage of all spacetime finite element and DG 
methods is that the order of accuracy in time can very easily be 
increased. In contrast, for time marching schemes, increasing the 
order of accuracy in time is difficult.

-

Some more advanced extruded DG meshes in spacetime
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Similar to 
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Causal mesh: We can arrange elements in patches of the elements so 
that the boundaries of each patch are causal except when they are on 
the spatial boundary of the domain.
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The condition of having a spacetime DG method is necessary as if CFEM was used every single element was coupled to its immedi ate neighbors 
(through its nodes) because of using continuous shape functions and those elements were going to be couple to their immediate neighbors, …, so 
the entire spacetime domain will become coupled!

2D:
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The time advance of the vertices is limited so that the outflow 
facets of the patch remain causal (except those on the spatial 
boundary of the domain).

-

Like explicit time marching schemes a small problem rather than 
the whole domain is solved at a time (here a patch of elements).

-

Why the method looks like an explicit time marching scheme?

The solution within a patch is implicit. -

What does the method share with implicit solvers?
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There is also a progress constraint that ensures meshing in spacetime never gets to a lock situation where no more progress can be made. 
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